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The 2018 FIFA World Cup is the 21st FIFA World Cup, a 
quadrennial international football that is organized by FIFA. It is 
currently ongoing in Russia starting from 14 June and will end with 
the final match on 15 July 2018. The Video Assistant Referees (VAR) 
was made official by the FIFA for the World Cup in Russia in order 
to end the refereeing controversies. The FIFA implemented the VAR 
that is a live support system for referees, which gives them the option 
of changing decisions that could influence in the scoreboard or in the 
match incidences although this system is considered the final point 
for the controversies in refereeing decisions and represent for FIFA 
and most analysts, a total justice for football.1 The VAR and the anti-
dopping system have an Achilles’ heel.

The mind control with brain nanobots
Mind control is a reductive process in which a man is reduced 

to an animal, machine or slave. For the most of society, the mind 
control is a myth, a science fiction subject or a psychiatric disorder 
rather than a scientific one; a view that is result from a misinformation 
campaign in which “science” magazines,2 science-fiction films 
producers and intellectual swindlers participate. Their objective is 
creating a perception that the mind control is unreal. However, in the 
21st century, the advance in neuroscience leads to a scientific reality 
that is opposite to such message, the mind control is a reality that all 
citizens shall know and that can affect any person.

The mind control has been planned through history in different 
ways; the main control operations were performed during the 20th 
century by institutions like the CIA, being the main one, the MKULTRA 
program that used mainly hallucinogenic drugs. Nowadays, with the 
modern science advances, the mind control could be developed with 
invasive neurotechnology and brain implants like the cortical modem, 
brain nanobots and microchips that can control directly the activity 
of victim neurons stimulating or inhibiting them and thus, control 
different body’s functions like the motor functions, thus, an athlete 
could suffer contraction or paralyses of legs muscles causing they do 
not function well. It is necessary to highlight that although scientists 
of the big transnational promote brain nanobots as innocuous and as a 
benefit for the society. Nanobots can be used as mind control weapons 
and can lead to digital slavery (Figure1).3,4

Recent researches alert on the development of the mind control 
program in the world by the US Army,5 however, the mind control 
could be used as State terrorism, common crime or organized crime 
weapon for that reason, it could be used by the criminals in sports 
like soccer and could being applied on football players of the teams 
that are participating, nowadays, in the current world cup mainly in 
difficult games soccer like a desesperate measure of coaches soccer 
(Figure 1) (Figure 2).6

Figure 1 Brain nanobots, their role in soccer: A pending task for the FIFA. 
Brain nanobot, graphic recreation (Upper); Messi, considered the best world 
football player and Luka Modric in Argentina- Croacia 2018 FIFA World Cup 
match (Below). 
Source Upper (Ref 4) Below (EFE)
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Abstract

The 2018 FIFA World Cup is currently ongoing in Russia. The Video Assistant Referees 
(VAR) was made official by the FIFA for the World Cup in Russia in order to end the 
refereeing controversies. this system is considered a total justice for football, VAR and the 
anti-dopping system have an Achilles’heel: The mind control with brain nanobots. Mind 
control is a reductive process in which a man is reduced to an animal, machine or slave. 
Nowadays, the mind control could be developed with invasive neurotechnology as brain 
nanobots that can control directly the activity of victim neurons stimulating or inhibiting 
them and thus, control different body’s functions like the motor functions. It could be used 
by nanomafias in sports like soccer and could being applied on football players of the teams 
that are participating, nowadays, in the current world cup. The FIFA should be prepared to 
avoid the mental control and the illicit use of brain nanobots, as they are regarding drugs 
using the anti-dopping in order to get the justice in world football.
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Figure 2 Facundo Manes: Argentinian neurologist, Principal suspect of 
organization of nanomafias in the world.

Source Salinas D The secret of neuroscience boom: Are there secret human 
experiments in Latin america?. Egypt J Intern Med. 2016;28(1):1–4.

The actions of nanotechnology mafia are facilitated because 
nanobots can be administered in foods and drinks. In football, the 
nanobots as well as the drugs like cocaine or marijuana, can influence 
on the performance of a football player who could be victim of 
nanobots, could be subject to mind control, his muscles could be 
contracted or could be tortured by telemetry with the so-called brain 
net thus, limiting his play in a world football competition such as in the 
critical execution of penalties7,8 or in passes precision, thus, probably 
achieving one of the main objectives of nanomafias in football: block 
a goal. 

Conclusion
Mind control is real, it could be developed with invasive 

neurotechnology as brain nanobots that can control directly the 

activity of victim neurons and thus, control different body’s functions 
like the motor functions. It could be used by the criminals in sports 
like soccer and could being applied on football players of the teams 
that are participating in 2018 FIFA World Cup is currently ongoing in 
Russia. The FIFA should be prepared to avoid the mental control and 
the illicit use of brain nanobots, as they are regarding drugs using the 
anti-dopping in order to get the justice in world football.
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